PROJECT:
AUSTRALIAN TRADE AND
INVESTMENT COMMISSION
The new office fitout at Sydney’s Australian
Trade and Investment Commission (AUSTRADE)
represents the best in design – sustainability,
accessibility and flexibility. AUSTRADE is the
Australian Government’s leading trade and
investment agency - experts in connecting
Australian businesses to the world, and the world
to Australian businesses. This theme of connection
is evident in their new Barangaroo office, with
interconnected adaptable design features prevalent
throughout the space.

THE SPACE
The brief to Capezio Copeland and SHAPE required them to
complete a single floor & highly detailed 6-star Greenstar
project on Level 7 in Tower 3 Barangaroo for AUSTRADE.
With a floor space of 2200 square metres, the area to be
refurbished included two large meeting rooms that open to
become a larger event space and a back of house open plan
work area with break out spaces and storage. The new fitout
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offers a combination of open work areas, meeting
rooms, breakout spaces, informal zones and quiet
rooms to encourage engagement and collaboration.

THE SOLUTION
Lotus installed two 125 Series Operable Walls to
the space. Our products were used amidst a wide
selection of other Australian high-quality adaptable
brands, so that the balance of flexibility and
practicality were felt throughout every facet of the
interior design. Other products that supported this
necessity for flexibility included Avion Pods designed
by Keith Melbourne, lockers by Planex and a bespoke
screening solution from Koskela.
The unique project brief required interior solutions
that created a cohesive project outcome from all
involved parties, and a solution that offered both
collaborative and private work areas when required.
Lotus’ 125 Series Operable Walls were used to
divide the two large meeting rooms, which are fitted
out with earthy tones - timber and tan leather. To
complement this neutral pallete of warm tones,
Woven Image Knoll Boundary fabric was specified
for both sides of our Operable Walls, with Mag-Rite
walltalkers in one area incorporating a natural
Anodised “H” rail top and bottom. These walltalkers
offer a high-quality, magnetised dry erase surface
similar to a whiteboard – extremely useful in a
meeting or collaborative setting. The formal meeting
rooms sit alongside the more casual collaboration,
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eating and relaxation zones at AUSTRADE, so our
highest acoustic rating (51-55 Rw) was essential
to allow meetings to remain undisturbed when our
walls are in place. When folded away and remotely
stacked in the cupboard, a larger entertaining space
is available, increasing the flexibility and capability
of the space.

Another key theme within this design
was sustainability, and the desire to
build a sustainable outcome for the
AUSTRADE office that would stand the test
of time. Engaging local manufacturers/
designers and implementing quality longlasting flexible products was one way to
encourage sustainable practices in the
Australian building industry, and expand
on the current environmental processes
and strategies in place. Lotus are also
committed to environmental practices and
believe that sustainability is a long-term
investment in our planet.

What is now a high-end, environmentally minded,
flexible workspace for AUSTRADE began as a
heavily populated open floor office, and became an
integrated and adaptive working environment where
people can thrive.
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